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Abstract: In order to explore the development status, knowledge base, research hotspots, and future
research directions related to the impacts of climate change on human health, a systematic bibliometric
analysis of 6719 published articles from 2003 to 2018 in the Web of Science was performed. Using data
analytics tools such as HistCite and CiteSpace, the time distribution, spatial distribution, citations,
and research hotspots were analyzed and visualized. The analysis revealed the development status
of the research on the impacts of climate change on human health and analyzed the research hotspots
and future development trends in this field, providing important knowledge support for researchers
in this field.
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1. Introduction

The global climate is changing, which is resulting in global warming, melting glaciers, rising sea
levels, and extreme weather patterns [1]. One of effects of climate change is the increase of infectious
diseases (e.g., allergens, inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), and infectious gastroenteritis (IG)) [2,3].
The World Health Organization predicts that the annual number of deaths due to climate change will
reach 250,000 between 2030 and 2050 [4,5]. The IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change)
Fourth Assessment Report of the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change also
pointed out that the health status of millions of people around the world will be affected by climate
change, including an increase in the number of undernourished people [6]. Diarrheal diseases caused
by extreme weather events will lead to increased deaths, illnesses, and injuries. As the concentration
of ground-level ozone associated with climate change increases, the incidence of cardiopulmonary
disease will increases and the spatial distribution of certain infectious diseases changes [7].

The impact of climate change on population health is not only related to climate change factors,
but is also affected by many other factors that are impacted by climate, such as the degree of
socioeconomic development, the regional geographic environment, the availability of resources,
infrastructure construction, and the importance of local government [8]. For example, for areas with
frequent hurricanes, if an early warning mechanism is established, the population has a strong sense
of disaster prevention and the damage is limited if infrastructure is relatively complete. If there are
sufficient shelters in the area, the extreme weather will have less impact on the health of local residents.
Assessing the impact of climate change on population health is becoming increasingly important.
Climate change has become a major environmental and public health problem facing countries all over
the world. Working out how to assess the health risks caused by it, how to mitigate the risks, and how
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to improve public adaptation have become important research topics for environmental and public
health workers [9].

The research on human health effects driven by climate change has attracted the attention of
a large number of researchers globally [10]. Most of the research has focused on the following
aspects. First, the research has focused on the health effects of global climate change. Scholars such as
Arbuthnott, Barbara, Snow, Lichtveld, Myers, and Sheng have focused on how climate change affects
human health and where it affects it. Second, the research has focused on how to assess the impacts of
climate change on population health. Refs. [11–16] established a comprehensive assessment method for
a vulnerability index (VI) and combined it with geographic information systems to visually display the
regional distribution of climate change and health vulnerability. Various models are used to assess the
health effects of climate change on related diseases [17]. Third, the research has focused on prevention
and control measures. To reduce the health risks of heat waves, many researchers have studied heat
health warning systems, aiming to convey the most accurate weather information to the public at the
fastest speed and to take corresponding preventive measures to minimize public losses [18]. Stewart
and Hytiris suggest that improving infrastructure, such as drainage, will reduce the human health
impacts of extreme weather.

In summary, although there have been many research achievements in the field of human health
research driven by climate change, there are still many gaps. First, no scientific research paper has
quantitatively examined the development status of the field from the perspective of bibliometrics.
Second, no analysis has been carried out from a full-time publication frame perspective. Third, there is
a lack of studies that analyze global literature. Due to the lack of a global perspective that can provide
researchers in related fields with a comprehensive picture of the current situation of climate change
and health research, the overall understanding of this field is limited. This makes it difficult to properly
allocate resources in this field, which to a large extent leads to inefficient research.

In order to fill these research gaps, this paper analyzes 6719 documents related to climate change
and health research obtained from the Web of Science database from the perspectives of bibliometrics
and information visualization. This paper reveals the knowledge structure and evolution process
in this field of research, discovers popular research issues, explores future trends and development
directions, and provides panoramic knowledge support for researchers in this field.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the methodology used
in this study. Sections 3 and 4 introduce the knowledge map of the temporal and spatial analysis.
Section 5 presents the knowledge base analysis. Section 6 presents the research hotspot analysis.
The last section concludes the study and presents future directions of research.

2. Methodology

2.1. Data Source

The data used in the study were collected from Web of Science, which is an authoritative platform
for scientific documents worldwide [19]. Web of Science (WOS) has a collection of scientific literature
from more than 9000 academic journals, which ensures the representativeness and authority of the
literature sources. The data in the platform are updated once a week, which ensures the timeliness
of the literature. This paper uses the core data collection from the Web of Science (WOS) database
ordered by Hefei University of Technology as the source of the literature. There are four databases:
SCI-E, CPCI-S, CCR-E, and IC. The search strategy we used is #1 AND #2, where ”#1” refers to a series
of keywords related to climate change (e.g., “climate change” and “climatic variation” and “climatic
change”), while ”#2” indicates the health keyword “health”. Yao compared academic literature sources,
such as monographs and research reports, and found that papers published in journals are relatively
more continuous, sensitive, and directly related to the academic field [20]. Therefore, this paper only
selects scientific literature of the “article” type. The retrieval period is from 2003 to 2018 and the
retrieval time was 21 June 2018. A total of 6719 documents were collected.
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2.2. Toolkits

Bibliometrics is a cross-discipline field containing methods that quantitatively analyze all
knowledge carriers in the academic literature as the research object by using mathematics, statistics,
and philology. Using bibliometrics, we can mine the tacit knowledge in the literature and reveal the
hotspots and future trends of a discipline [21]. The study of literature quantification originated in the
early 20th century, when books and journal articles were statistically classified by using quantitative
methods. It was not until the 1960s that the relevant researchers introduced metrology into statistics and
began the study of bibliometrics. At present, bibliometric analysis has become an important research
paradigm in information management, information science, and library science. The advantage of the
bibliometric analysis method is that it can mine the hidden knowledge in the literature from a large
amount of literature data by using data analysis tools, and it can also use statistical methods to analyze
and summarize the development direction and predict the future trends of a certain discipline [22–24].

The concept of scientific knowledge maps can be traced back to a seminar organized by the
national academy of sciences in 2003. With the development of information visualization, various
scientific knowledge mapping tools have emerged. Citespace is one of the popular information
visualization tools, which was developed by Professor Chen of Drexel University [25]. It is based on
co-citation analysis theory and a path finding network algorithm (PFNET). It calculates and analyzes
literature in a specific field, explores key paths and knowledge turning points in the evolution of the
discipline domain, and explores potential dynamic mechanisms of discipline evolution and frontiers
of discipline development through a series of visualization map analyses. We used CiteSpace and
Histcite for data analysis and visualization based on 6719 literature documents. The results revealed
national institution and collaboration networks, knowledge evolution, research hotspots, and future
trends in the interdisciplinary research field of climate change and human health.

3. Knowledge Map of Temporal and Spatial Analysis

The change in the number of published articles in a specific field can directly reflect the development
of the field and help researchers to intuitively grasp the development status and trends in that field.
In order to investigate the research in the field of climate change and health, we compiled statistics on
the number of articles published during 2003–2018 and obtained the annual trend shown in Figure 1.Int. J. Environ. Res. Public Health 2020, 17, x 4 of 20 
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Figure 1. Annual number of published articles.

Research on climate change and human health originated in the early 2000s. Climate change
effects such as global warming have become an indisputable fact. Social development and progress and
quality of life improvements have become increasingly important. People are increasingly managing
their own health, for example by living in areas with cleaner air. From 2003 to 2006, the research
on climate change and health was in the initial stage of development, with immature theories and
methods, few scientific research results, and no more than 100 academic articles published each year.
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From 2007 to 2017, the number of scientific articles published rose in almost a straight line and was
much higher than the exponential forecast curve. The number of scientific articles is expected to
continue to grow since we retrieval time is June 2018. It is clear that climate change and health research
as a whole is booming.

In order to investigate the input of scientific researchers in the field of climate change and health,
the number of scientific researchers involved over the years was calculated and the trend of annual
author input was obtained, as shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the trend of annual author input is
consistent with the trend of scientific literature quantity, which generally shows exponential growth
before 2006 and linear growth after 2007. There were 135 authors in the field in 2003 and 5729 in 2017.
In fourteen years, the number of authors has increased by about forty-two times. The data for 2018 are
not yet complete and were not used in the comparison. It can be seen that with the attention given
from all sectors of society, more authors are devoting to studies on climate change and health.
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In order to investigate the input–output ratio of researchers in the field of climate change and
health research, the number of participants in a single paper was calculated and the trend for the
average number of participants in a single paper was obtained, as shown in Figure 3. The average
number of participants in a single paper increased from 3.38 in 2003 to 5.7 in 2017. Later, a trend of
increasing cooperation among countries and institutes was also found. It can be seen that the degree of
collaboration of the authors in the field of climate change and health has increased, which guarantees
the quality of the papers to some extent and also reflects the attention paid to the research in this field.
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4. Space Distribution Map

4.1. Institutional Distribution

The core academic groups and institutions in the field of climate change and health are shown in
Table 1. The table shows the information related to the top 10 organizations involved in the research.
Australian National University was slightly ahead of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Subsequently,
three institutions, Harvard University, University of Queensland, and James Cook University, published
126, 110, and 109 articles, respectively. The subsequent five institutions were closely matched in their
numbers of publications, indicating that the research on climate change and health was of great concern
to international academic institutions. Most of the institutions that published scientific literature in the
top 10 were in developed countries, with the United States accounting for 40%, followed by Australia
with 30%, then the UK, Canada, and China with 10% each. This shows that developed countries have
done more studies than developing countries in the area of climate change and health.

Table 1. List of the top 10 institutions with their numbers of published articles.

Institution Recs LCS GCS

Australian National University 150 902 4487
Chinese Academy of Sciences 140 58 1806

Harvard University 126 711 5370
The University of Queensland 110 272 2632

James Cook University 109 180 3116
Columbia University 102 725 4606

London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine 92 760 4618
University of Washington 89 81 2224

McGill University 88 259 2033
United States Environmental Protection Agency 88 317 2153

Note: Recs (records) refers to the number of articles in the local database; LCS (local citation score) refers to the
citation frequency of an article in the local database; GCS (global citation score) refers to the citation frequency of an
article in the Web of Science database [26].

It can be seen in Table 1 that although the Chinese Academy of Sciences published the second
largest number of articles, their local citation score (LCS) ranked last among the top 10 institutions,
indicating that the institution had a weak influence. In contrast, although Columbia University, London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, and US EPA (United States Environmental Protection
Agency) rank low in their numbers of published articles, their LCS scores are 725, 760, and 317,
respectively. This suggests that these institutions have the clout needed to make ground breaking
innovations in the scientific research on climate change and health.

Since research cooperation is an important way to enhance the overall research strength and realize
the complementary advantages of scientific research resources and knowledge sharing [27], the degree
of research cooperation is one of the indicators reflecting the research status of institutions in the field.
To study institutional cooperation in the field of climate change and health, a network of institutional
cooperation in the field was established using Citespace, as shown in Figure 4. The size of a node
is proportional to the number of articles published by an institution, the thickness of a line between
nodes is proportional to the number of collaborative articles between institutions, and different colors
indicate the year of cooperation between institutions. As can be seen from the chart, the cooperation
between major research institutions is relatively close. As can be seen from the color of the annular
shapes, in recent years, increasing numbers of posts have been issued by major institutions at home
and abroad. The cool shades (green) in the picture represent the early stages of climate change and
health development, which are gradually being overwhelmed by the recent agencies in the cooperative
network. This phenomenon indicates that the development of this field is currently occurring rapidly,
and increasing numbers of scientific research articles are being published (indicated by the thickness of
the outer warm layers of the year rings).
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Figure 4. Institutional collaboration network. Note: Queensland Univ Technol (Queensland University
of Technology); Monash Univ (Monash University); Univ Queensland (The University of Queensland);
Univ Adelaide (The University of Adelaide); Chinese Ctr Dis Control&Prevent (China Center for
Disease Control and Prevention), US Forest Serv (US Forest Service); James Cook Univ (James Cook
University); McGill Univ (McGill University); Univ Oxford (University of Oxford); US EPA (United States
Environmental Protection Agency); Univ Florida (University of Florida); Univ Calif Berkeley (University
of California, Berkeley); Chinese Acad Sci (Chinese Academy of Sciences); US Geol Survey(The United
States Geological Survey); Texas A&M Univ (Texas A&M University); Univ Washington (University of
Washington), Univ Calif Davis (University of California, Davis); Harvard Univ (Harvard University);
UCL (University College London); Columbia Univ (Columbia University); London Sch Hyg&Trop Med
(London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine); Univ British Columbia (The University of British
Columbia); Australian Natl Univ (Australian National University); Ume a Univ (university of umeå);
Univ Melbourne (The University of Melbourne); Univ Sydney (The University of Sydney).

4.2. National and Regional Distribution

As shown in Table 2, in terms of the number of publications, the USA has an advantage—the
number of scientific articles for the USA is 2420, putting it in first place. The next two countries,
Australia and the UK, published 954 and 928 articles, respectively. In terms of the frequency of citations,
the USA, Australia, and the UK topped the list with 5236, 2365, and 2518 citations, respectively.
This shows that the United States, Australia, and the United Kingdom attach importance to the impacts
of climate change on health and have invested a lot in academic research, actively carrying out research
and exploring solutions and contributing greatly in this field. China ranks fourth with 642 articles,
but the frequency of citations is far lower than that of Canada. This shows that China has relatively
low influence in this field and that the quality of scientific research achievements still needs to be
further improved. In addition to the top five countries, other major countries and regions also deserve
attention, such as Italy, Spain, and Sweden. Although these countries have relatively fewer publications,
their LCS scores have exceeded 500, which indicates that the quality of academic papers published
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in these countries is relatively high. Of the top 10 countries, all but China are developed countries.
Developed countries usually have relatively complete and long time series of monitoring data, so a
large number of high-quality articles have been published. Most of the monitoring data in developing
countries are not perfect, so there is less research and scientific literature published in these countries.
Therefore, developing countries should establish and perfect meteorological health monitoring systems
that are consistent at temporal and spatial scales. The collection of data from longer time series is the
basis of climate change and health research.

Table 2. List of the top 10 countries and regions, with numbers of published articles.

Country Recs LCS Centrality

USA 2420 5236 0.04
Australia 954 2365 0.08

UK 928 2518 0
China 642 853 0.16

Canada 641 1491 0.22
Germany 456 486 0.09

Italy 342 748 0.54
France 299 410 0.07
Spain 279 599 0.04

Sweden 275 679 0.17

Note: Recs (records) refers to the number of articles in the local database; LCS (local citation score) refers to the
citation frequency of an article in the local database.

As shown in Figure 5, the country and region collaboration network map was created using
CiteSpace. The top color bar represents the year (ranging from 2003 (left) to 2018 (right)), the size
of the color rings represents the number of publications, the color represents the year of publication,
the lines between the year rings represent the cooperative relationship between countries and regions,
and different colors represent different cooperative years. The map clearly shows the national and
regional cooperation in research on climate change and health. First of all, it can be seen that the warm
colors (red, yellow, orange, etc.) are the most prevalent, while the cold colors (blue, indigo, green)
are less prevalent. This indicates that research in the field of climate change and health has mainly
occurred in recent years and that less work was published in the early stages. With the development of
this field, more countries and regions have become involved. In terms of centrality, Italy’s maximum
value is 0.54, followed by Canada’s at 0.22, then 0.17 for Sweden and 0.16 for China, which are marked
in purple in Figure 5. Centrality describes the importance of the node to other nodes. This shows
that these countries occupy an important position in the field of climate change and health. In total,
there are 97 countries and regions and 160 cooperation links between countries. In general, there is
close cooperation between countries and regions in the field of climate change and health research.
Climate change is a major challenge facing the world today. Countries need to work together and
strengthen these cooperative relationships. Countries with different development stages and scientific
and technological levels should make joint efforts toward climate change based on the principle of
common but differentiated responsibilities [28].
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4.3. Author Distribution

The core writers group refers to the collection of authors with a large number of published articles
and great influence in the subject area. According to the distribution law of the authors in the subject
area, Price’s law is M = 0.749(NMax)/2, where NMax refers to the number of authors who have the
most published articles in the field, while scholars who publish more than M are the core authors
in this field [29]. Based on the analysis of the document using Histcite, the author with the largest
number of documents is Tong with 51 articles; therefore, NMax = 51. Thus, based on Price’s law,
M = 0.749 × 51/2 = 19.1. This shows that the authors with more than 20 articles are the core authors in
the field of climate change and health. There are 20 authors in the core group. Table 3 shows the core
authors and their citation information.

Table 3. Authors with 20 or more published articles.

Author Recs LCS GCS

Tong, S.L. 51 311 1390
Ebi, K.L. 49 312 1068

Bi, P. 39 267 751
Zhang, Y. 39 84 555
Ford, J.D. 36 184 700
Rocklov, J. 35 219 897

Kjellstrom, T. 33 289 837
Liu, Q.Y. 33 51 186
Kim, H. 28 261 735

Bell, M.L. 25 437 1522
Honda, Y. 25 225 648

Kinney, P.L. 25 365 944
Schwartz, J. 24 322 1904

Berrang-Ford, L. 22 91 330
Guo, Y.M. 22 192 694
Haines, A. 22 480 2704

Li, J. 22 5 132
Chu, C. 21 76 209
Friel, S. 21 119 498

Zanobetti, A. 21 221 1065
Hansen, A. 20 137 346

Hashizume, M. 20 203 655

Note: Recs (records) refers to the number of articles in the local database; LCS (local citation score) refers to the
citation frequency of an article in the local database; GCS (global citation score) refers to the citation frequency of an
article in the Web of Science database [26].
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The network of authors in the field of climate change and health is shown in Figure 6.
The relationships between academic researchers are characterized by the number of nodes,
the distribution, and the number of links. The number of nodes indicates that the development
of this field involves a large number of researchers. The distribution is heavily concentrated and there
are many links, which shows the cooperation between authors. In addition, the authors’ cooperation
links are mostly warm colors, indicating that the core authors in this field have become more closely
connected in recent years.
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4.4. Journal Distribution

By analyzing the distribution of journals, researchers can understand which are the core journals
and marginal journals, the spatial distribution of published articles, and the preferred journals in this
field in order provide a reliable reference source for future researchers to conduct in-depth research
in this field. Core journals are a dense source of information. They have reference value related to
the determination of selected work, collection work, reader work, information service work, and so
on [30]. Table 4 shows the 10 journals with the most published articles. A total of 1193 articles were
published in these journals, accounting for 17.76% of the total publications in this field. Among them,
PLOS One, International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health, Science of the Total
Environment, Climatic Change, and Environmental Health Perspectives are the top five journals. PLOS
One published the most articles, but the citation frequency LCS = 0. This indicates that PLOS One
contributes a lot to climate change and health research, but its actual influence is relatively low and
the quality of scientific research achievements still needs to be further improved. On the contrary,
Environmental Health Perspectives, although being relatively small in its number of articles, has the
highest LCS of 1212. This indicates that the academic papers published by Environmental Health
Perspectives are of high quality and have great influence.
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Table 4. Top 10 journals with the most published articles.

Journal Recs LCS GCS

PLOS One 216 0 2997
International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health 180 378 1331

Science of the Total Environment 169 321 2369
Climatic Change 144 437 3136

Environmental Health Perspectives 96 1212 4295
International Journal of Biometeorology 91 425 1794

Journal of Cleaner Production 81 26 827
Environmental Research Letters 73 0 853

Environmental Research 72 293 1248
Environmental Science and Technology 71 145 1810

Note: Recs (records) refers to the number of articles in the local database; LCS (local citation score) refers to the
citation frequency of an article in the local database; GCS (global citation score) refers to the citation frequency of an
article in the Web of Science database [26].

5. Knowledge Base Analysis

In order to understand the knowledge base in the field of climate change and health, Citespace III
was used for literature co-citation analysis and a literature co-citation network was obtained. A co-citing
network is a knowledge network formed under specific circumstances when two articles are cited
simultaneously by a third article or multiple different articles. Co-citation analysis expresses the
relationship between documents by the frequency they are cited by other documents at the same
time; that is, two documents are simultaneously cited by another article. The higher the frequency of
citations, the closer the relationship between the two, i.e., the more similar the academic background
of the two documents. Fundamentally, when certain documents, journals, or academic groups are
repeatedly quoted by peers, the knowledge carriers that are cited are recognized by the scientific
community, which are formed to create a scientific paradigm. This paradigm relationship can be
visualized by analysis of the co-citation network in the literature. The scientific paradigm refers to the
formation and establishment of a set of conceptual systems and analytical methods that are generally
accepted and used by people in a certain subject area as a communication idea [31]. Therefore, through
the literature co-citation network, the knowledge base in the field of climate change and health can be
specifically demonstrated.

Figure 7 shows the literature co-citation network. Each node represents a referenced article.
The lines between pairs of nodes represent common reference relationships. The thickness of the
lines represents the frequency of the common references. The number of network nodes is 418,
the number of connections between nodes is 602, and the density of the network is 0.0069. In the
literature citation network, Costello published an article in The Lancet journal entitled “Managing
the Health Effects of Climate Change: Lancet and University College London Institute for Global
Health Commission”, which was the most cited article at 220 citations [32]. Costello is connected
with Myers, Mccmhaha, and Ford, and the connection line with Ford is the thickest [14], indicating
that the co-citation relationship between them is strong. This also shows that the scientific literature
published by Costello is more relevant to the scientific literature published by Ford, and that the topics
in the scientific literature are similar. Gasparrini published an article in The Lancet titled “Mortality
Risk Attributable to High and Low Ambient Temperature”. A multi-county observational study was
also cited frequently, reaching 64 citations. Gasparrini is connected with Hajat, Guo, and Phillips,
and the connection lines with Hajat and Phillips are strong, which indicates that Gasparrini has a
strong correlation with these two scientific articles and has a similar theme. On the whole, the literature
co-citation network in the field of climate change and health research is scattered and less connected,
which is related to the integration of the two fields of climate change and health and the insufficient
development time, meaning there are no complete co-citation relationships.
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The literature co-citation time zone diagram is shown in Figure 8. It shows that important scientific
literature in each period of climate change and health research can be seen, and these scientific articles
constitute an innovative path in this field. Highly cited articles on climate change and health are widely
distributed between 2009 and 2011, and the most influential references are also distributed over this
time interval. This indicates that breakthroughs were made in academic research in the field of climate
change and health between 2009 and 2011. For example, Costello pointed out that climate change is the
biggest global health threat in the 21st century. The impact of climate change on health will aggravate
inequality between rich and poor. The new public health campaigns will increase publicity to reduce
climate change and other important views [32], which will play a significant role in promoting the
importance of climate change and health. After 2009, not only did people pay more attention to
climate change and health issues, but correspondingly the academic and political research on climate
change and health increased. The United States, a large country outside the international agreement
for greenhouse gas emission reductions under the Kyoto Protocol, is facing strong international
pressure. In 2009, the US House of Representatives passed the US Clean Energy and Security Act,
marking an important step in climate change legislation [33]. As a major economy, the second largest
emitter of greenhouse gases, and the world’s largest per capita emitter of greenhouse gases, the active
participation of the United States is critical in addressing global climate change. Table 5 shows the top
ten published papers in terms of citation frequency. These scientific articles constitute the knowledge
base of research in the field of climate change and health. In the future, researchers will carry out
research on new hot issues along these knowledge base paths and continue the extension of innovation.
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In summary, these important researchers and important scientific literature in this field have
promoted the development of climate change and health research and played an important foundational
role in the development of relevant theories in this field.

Table 5. Literature citation frequency ranking.

Year Authors Articles Journal

2009 COSTELLO A.
Managing the Health Effects of Climate Change:
Lancet and University College London Institute for
Global Health Commission [32]

The Lancet

2006 McMichael A.J. Climate Change and Human Health: Present and
Future Risks [2] Lancet

2008 Kovats R. Heat Stress and Public Health: A Critical Review [34] Annual Review
of Public Health

2009 Anderson
Weather-Related Mortality: How Heat, Cold,
and Heat Waves Affect Mortality in the United States
[35]

Epidemiology

2005 Patz J.A. Impact of Regional Climate Change on Human
Health [36] Nature

2007 Solomon S. IPCC (2007): Climate Change: The Physical Science
Basis [37]

AGU (American
Geophysical
Union) Fall

Meeting

2007 Hoegh-Guldberg Coral Reefs Under Rapid Climate Change and Ocean
Acidification [38] Science

2009 Basu R High Ambient Temperature and Mortality: A Review
of Epidemiologic Studies from 2001 to 2008 [39]

Environmental
Health

2010 Allen C.D.
A Global Overview of Drought and Heat-Induced
Tree Mortality Reveals Emerging Climate Change
Risks for Forests [40]

Forest Ecology
and Management

2009 Jacob D.J. Effect of Climate Change on Air Quality [41] Atmospheric
Environment
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6. Research Hotspot Analysis

Keywords summarize the major content, academic thoughts, and principal research methods of
the researchers, which are the core and essence of the literature. Frequently appearing keywords are
often used to identify major topics in a research field. By analyzing the keywords, we can intuitively
grasp the main research content of a paper and even the overall research situation of a research field [42].
In order to understand the current knowledge structure and hot topics in the field of climate change
and health, we extracted and calculated the frequency of keywords in 6719 articles. Table 6 shows the
top 20 keywords and the co-occurrence frequency.

The high frequently occurring topics in this field are climate change and health. This result
is consistent with the research object of this paper. This shows that the core of the research in this
field must be related to climate change and health. It can be seen from the table that high-frequency
keywords such as temperature, air pollution, and heat wave have become the hot issues of climate
change and health research. Among them, global warming is a prominent problem in climate change.
There is a relatively high co-occurrence frequency of keywords such as adaptation, vulnerability, model,
risk, management, variability, and exposure. These keywords represent the techniques or methods in
the field of climate change and health. Many researchers believe that mathematical models can be
applied to climate change research to assess the health risks [43]. Due to differences in the levels of
economic development and population adaptability in various regions, the impacts of climate change
on population health is uneven. Generally speaking, climate change is most harmful to vulnerable
populations in vulnerable areas [44]. Therefore, it is important to carry out a climate change health
vulnerability assessment. Vulnerability is a comprehensive measure of the extent to which a system is
threatened by the adverse effects of climate change and is a function of climate risk exposure levels,
system sensitivity, and adaptive capacity. At present, academics often use vulnerability to reflect the
extent to which climate change adversely affects an area or population. Mitigation and adaptation are
two major strategies for addressing climate change [45]. At present, climate change mitigation has
been given special attention internationally and a large amount of resources have been invested in
this topic. Even if there is international agreement to take action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
warming will continue to occur because of the long half-life of greenhouse gases. Therefore, adaptation
to climate change is an important complement to mitigation of climate change and is a hot topic in
the field of climate change and health. From the perspective of public health, adaptation to climate
change refers to measures taken to prevent health risks caused by climate change. Whether a region
or a population can adapt to climate change well depends on its ability to adapt [46]. A region’s
ability to adapt is also affected by its socioeconomic resources, technological level, information and
skills, infrastructure, social system, degree of social equity, and existing disease patterns. The IPCC
believes that strengthening public health infrastructure is the most important and effective adaptation
strategy [47], which includes carrying out public health training projects, establishing more effective
monitoring and emergency response systems, and carrying out sustainable prevention and control
projects. Therefore, public health is also a hot topic for scholars in the field of climate change and health.
China has a fragile ecological environment, long coastline, and low per capita resource occupancy. It is
extremely vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change, so it is facing more severe challenges
in tackling it. With the rapid development of China’s economy, environmental governance has been
strengthened, its ability to adapt to the environment has been enhanced, and great achievements have
been made. Therefore, climate change in China has become a hot topic for scholars in the field of
climate change and health.
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Table 6. Co-occurrence frequency of the top 20 keywords.

Keywords Frequency Centrality First Year

climate change 4139 0.07 2003
health 960 0.19 2003
impact 894 0.08 2003

United States 730 0.07 2003
mortality 676 0.05 2003

temperature 658 0.09 2003
air pollution 464 0.05 2003
public health 412 0.06 2005

adaptation 381 0.04 2003
human health 373 0.19 2003
vulnerability 358 0.06 2005

model 353 0.08 2003
risk 344 0.46 2003

disease 311 0.12 2004
management 311 0.02 2007

city 251 0.02 2005
variability 231 0.02 2004
exposure 206 0.02 2006

China 205 0.05 2005
heat wave 204 0.32 2003

The idea of co-word analysis is that if two keywords appear together in one article, then the two
topics they represent are related. The higher the degree of co-occurrence, the stronger the relationship.
The two subject words are constructed into a common word network, and the distance between the
nodes indicates the relationship between the subject words. By cluster analysis of subject words, several
subject words can be gathered together to constitute a research subject field [48]. Our study builds a
keyword co-occurrence matrix using CiteSpace and draws a keyword co-occurrence network, as shown
in Figure 9. Each node in the graph represents a keyword. The size of a node is proportional to the
co-occurrence frequency. The connections between the nodes represent the co-occurrence relationships
between pairs of keywords in the same document. Different colors indicate the year the keywords
appear together. The number of network nodes is 177, the number of connections between nodes is
258, and the density of the network is 0.0166. According to this figure, there are strong connections
between the keywords and the entire network is densely connected. This shows that most of the papers
published in this research field are multi-topic research papers.
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7. Conclusions and Future Trends

This paper summarizes the development status and knowledge base of the research in the field of
climate change and health and analyzes the hot research issues, providing an important reference to
allow follow-up researchers to grasp the development of science and research issues in this field.

First, from 2003 to 2006, the annual number of published articles and the input curve for the
annual number of authors showed exponential growth trends. From 2007 to 2017, the annual number
of published articles and the input curve for the annual number of authors grew rapidly and were
much higher than the exponential forecast curve. On the whole, the number of articles published and
the annual input of authors showed upward trends from 2003 to 2017, while the growth trends in
recent years were even more rapid. The average number of participants in a single paper reached 4.75,
indicating more cooperation among the authors in this field.

Second, in terms of spatial distribution, cooperation between agencies is more frequent. The major
contributing institutions are Australian National University, Chinese Academy Sciences, Harvard
University, University of Queensland, James Cook University, and Columbia University. Cooperation
between countries and regions is also closer. The major contributing countries are the USA, Australia,
the UK, Peoples Republic of China, and Canada. It should be noted that although there are many
publications in China, the volume and centrality of the paper are low and the quality of the paper
should be emphasized. The cooperation between the authors is relatively close. The main contributors
are Tong, Ebi, Bi, Zhang, and Ford. PLOS One, International Journal of Environmental Research
and Public Health, Science of The Total Environment, Climatic Change, and Environmental Health
Perspectives are the top five journals in the research field.

Third, the literature co-citation network is not dense enough. Costello published an article in The
Lancet journal entitled “Managing the Health Effects of Climate Change: Lancet and University College
London Institute for Global Health Commission”, which was the most cited article with 220 citations.
In general, the distribution of the co-citation network is relatively dispersed, with few connections.
A relatively complete and mature co-citation network system has not been formed.

Fourth, in the keyword co-occurrence network, there are more links between the keywords and
the whole network is more densely connected. It is shown that most of the papers published in the field
of climate change and health research are multi-thematic. The research hotspots are diverse. The major
climate change hotspots are temperature, air pollution, and heat waves. The technical method hotspots
are adaptability, vulnerability, model, risk, and management.

Based on the results of the bibliometric analysis and a systematic review, we summarize the
following development trends in the field of climate change and health.

The first trend is of human health vulnerability assessment under the influence of climate change.
From the perspective of research hotspots in this field, vulnerability assessment has always been
an important topic for guiding human beings to adapt to future climate change, and has important
theoretical and practical value. Through vulnerability assessment, regions and populations that are
sensitive to climate change can be identified, and adaptation measures can be taken to protect the
health of vulnerable populations and reduce the impact of climate change on health [49]. At present,
many researchers have carried out research on vulnerability to climate change, but there are few
relevant research results in the field of health. In the field of health, relevant research should be carried
out as soon as possible to develop methods and tools suitable for vulnerability assessment in the field,
to establish an indicator system, and to collect basic data. The research techniques should be expanded
to assess the impacts of climate change on the health of regional populations more scientifically and
to identify vulnerable populations, discover obstacles to the population adapting to climate change,
and provide a scientific basis for government departments to formulate relevant policies.

The second trend is of health risk assessment and early warnings based on climate change. Due to
the complexity of the health effects caused by climate change, we have not fully realized the seriousness
and urgency of the health risks of climate change and the need to take responsive actions [50].
Climate change can affect human health in direct or indirect ways, such as heat waves and extreme
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weather. These risks are interwoven with evolving socioeconomic conditions, medical technology,
demographics, environmental conditions, and other factors that determine health. Health risk models
are used to reflect how health determinants and climate change move in time and space, to reduce or
avoid the adverse effects on health, and to guide climate policy and action [51]. Many organizations
are modeling the effects of climate change locally, regionally, or globally. Most models focus on specific
sectors, such as agriculture, energy, or the economy, and there are very few models for human health.
Health risk models based on climate change should be the focus of future research [52,53].

The third trend is of strengthening communication and cooperation. On the one hand, exchanges
and cooperation with other disciplines should be strengthened, especially in the field of meteorology,
by understanding the characteristics of future regional climate change, obtaining simulation data on
the future climate based on climate change scenarios, and conducting relevant research on climate
events that may be encountered in the future. On the other hand, we must strengthen international
cooperation. Since the signing of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change in
1992, countries around the world have been working together to tackle climate change for more than
20 years [54,55]. Climate change has changed from a purely scientific problem to a complex political
one involving the sustainable development of all mankind. Since the beginning of the 21st century,
the developed countries have been mired in an economic crisis, while the emerging economies have
gradually increased their economic strength and international voice. In addition, the global pattern
of greenhouse gas emissions has greatly changed since the 1990s. Therefore, developed countries,
emerging economies, and developing countries should strengthen their dialogue and exchanges on the
principle of “common but differentiated responsibilities and corresponding capabilities”. Concepts
such as carbon space allocation, capital and technology transfer, and academic and scientific research
need to be promoted to jointly tackle the challenges posed to human health by global climate change.
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